
DNS 

What Is DNS 

Domain Name System (DNS) is one of the industry-standard suite of protocols that comprise TCP/IP. Microsoft 

Windows Server 2003. DNS is implemented using two software components: the DNS server and the DNS client (or 

resolver). Both components are run as background service applications.  

Network resources are identified by numeric IP addresses, but these IP addresses are difficult for network users to 

remember. The DNS database contains records that map user-friendly alphanumeric names for network resources 

to the IP address used by those resources for communication. In this way, DNS acts as a mnemonic device, making 

network resources easier to remember for network users. 

The Windows Server 2003 DNS Server and Client services use the DNS protocol that is included in the TCP/IP 

protocol suite. DNS is part of the application layer of the TCP/IP reference model. 

DNS in TCP/IP 

 

How DNS Works 

How DNS Works 

Domain Name System (DNS) is the default name resolution service used in a Microsoft Windows Server 2003 

network. DNS is part of the Windows Server 2003 TCP/IP protocol suite and all TCP/IP network connections are, by 

default, configured with the IP address of at least one DNS server in order to perform name resolution on the 

network. Windows Server 2003 components that require name resolution will attempt to use this DNS server 

before attempting to use the previous default Windows name resolution service, Windows Internet Name Service 

(WINS). 

Typically, Windows Server 2003 DNS is deployed in support of Active Directory directory service. In this 

environment, DNS namespaces mirror the Active Directory forests and domains used by an organization. Network 

hosts and services are configured with DNS names so that they can be located in the network, and they are also 

configured with DNS servers that resolve the names of Active Directory domain controllers. 

Windows Server 2003 DNS is also commonly deployed as a non-Active Directory, or standard, Domain Name 

System solution, for the purposes of hosting the Internet presence of an organization. 



DNS Architecture 

DNS architecture is a hierarchical distributed database and an associated set of protocols that define: 

 A mechanism for querying and updating the database. 

 A mechanism for replicating the information in the database among servers. 

 A schema of the database. 

DNS originated in the early days of the Internet when the Internet was a small network established by the United 

States Department of Defense for research purposes. The host names of the computers in this network were 

managed through the use of a single HOSTS file located on a centrally administered server. Each site that needed 

to resolve host names on the network downloaded this file. As the number of hosts on the Internet grew, the traffic 

generated by the update process increased, as well as the size of the HOSTS file. The need for a new system, 

which would offer features such as scalability, decentralized administration, support for various data types, became 

more and more obvious. 

The Domain Name System introduced in 1984 became this new system. With DNS, the host names reside in a 

database that can be distributed among multiple servers, decreasing the load on any one server and providing the 

ability to administer this naming system on a per-partition basis. DNS supports hierarchical names and allows 

registration of various data types in addition to host name to IP address mapping used in HOSTS files. Because the 

DNS database is distributed, its potential size is unlimited and performance is not degraded when more servers are 

added. 

The original DNS was based on Request for Comment (RFC) 882 (―Domain Names: Concepts and Facilities‖) and 

RFC 883 (Domain Names–Implementation and Specification), which were superseded by RFC 1034 (―Domain 

Names–Concepts and Facilities‖), and RFC 1035 (―Domain Names–Implementation and Specification‖). Additional 

RFCs that describe DNS security, implementation, and administrative issues later augmented the original design 

specifications. 

The implementation of DNS — Berkeley Internet Name Domain (BIND) — was originally developed for the 4.3 BSD 

UNIX Operating System. The Microsoft implementation of DNS became a part of the operating system in Microsoft 

Windows NT Server 4.0. The Windows NT 4.0 DNS server, like most DNS implementations, has its roots in RFCs 

1034 and 1035. 

The RFCs used in Microsoft Windows 2000 and Windows Server 2003 operating systems are 1034, 1035, 1886, 

1996, 1995, 2136, 2308, and 2052. 

DNS Domain Names 

The Domain Name System is implemented as a hierarchical and distributed database containing various types of 

data, including host names and domain names. The names in a DNS database form a hierarchical tree structure 

called the domain namespace. Domain names consist of individual labels separated by dots, for example: 

mydomain.microsoft.com. 

A Fully Qualified Domain Name (FQDN) uniquely identifies the hosts position within the DNS hierarchical tree by 

specifying a list of names separated by dots in the path from the referenced host to the root. The next figure shows 

an example of a DNS tree with a host called mydomain within the microsoft.com. domain. The FQDN for the host 

would be mydomain.microsoft.com. 



Understanding the DNS Domain Namespace 

The DNS domain namespace, as shown in the following figure, is based on the concept of a tree of named domains. 

Each level of the tree can represent either a branch or a leaf of the tree. A branch is a level where more than one 

name is used to identify a collection of named resources. A leaf represents a single name used once at that level to 

indicate a specific resource. 

DNS Domain Name Hierarchy 

 

The previous figure shows how Microsoft is assigned authority by the Internet root servers for its own part of the 

DNS domain namespace tree on the Internet. DNS clients and servers use queries as the fundamental method of 

resolving names in the tree to specific types of resource information. This information is provided by DNS servers 

in query responses to DNS clients, who then extract the information and pass it to a requesting program for 

resolving the queried name. In the process of resolving a name, keep in mind that DNS servers often function as 

DNS clients, querying other servers in order to fully resolve a queried name. 

How the DNS Domain Namespace Is Organized 

Any DNS domain name used in the tree is technically a domain. Most DNS discussions, however, identify names in 

one of five ways, based on the level and the way a name is commonly used. For example, the DNS domain name 

registered to Microsoft (microsoft.com.) is known as a second-level domain. This is because the name has two 

parts (known as labels) that indicate it is located two levels below the root or top of the tree. Most DNS domain 

names have two or more labels, each of which indicates a new level in the tree. Periods are used in names to 

separate labels. 

The five categories used to describe DNS domain names by their function in the namespace are described in the 

following table, along with an example of each name type. 

Types of DNS Domain Names 



  

Name Type  Description  Example  

Root 

domain 

This is the top of the tree, representing an 

unnamed level; it is sometimes shown as two 

empty quotation marks (""), indicating a null 

value. When used in a DNS domain name, it is 

stated by a trailing period (.) to designate that the 

name is located at the root or highest level of the 

domain hierarchy. In this instance, the DNS 

domain name is considered to be complete and 

points to an exact location in the tree of names. 

Names stated this way are called fully qualified 

domain names (FQDNs). 

A single period (.) or a period used 

at the end of a name, such as 

―example.microsoft.com.‖ 

Top level 

domain 

A name used to indicate a country/region or the 

type of organization using a name. 

――.com‖, which indicates a name 

registered to a business for 

commercial use on the Internet. 

Second 

level 

domain 

Variable-length names registered to an individual 

or organization for use on the Internet. These 

names are always based upon an appropriate top-

level domain, depending on the type of 

organization or geographic location where a name 

is used. 

――microsoft.com. ‖, which is the 

second-level domain name 

registered to Microsoft by the 

Internet DNS domain name 

registrar. 

Subdomain Additional names that an organization can create 

that are derived from the registered second-level 

domain name. These include names added to 

grow the DNS tree of names in an organization 

and divide it into departments or geographic 

locations. 

――example.microsoft.com. ‖, which 

is a fictitious subdomain assigned 

by Microsoft for use in 

documentation example names. 

Host or 

resource 

name 

Names that represent a leaf in the DNS tree of 

names and identify a specific resource. Typically, 

the leftmost label of a DNS domain name 

identifies a specific computer on the network. For 

example, if a name at this level is used in a host 

(A) RR, it is used to look up the IP address of 

computer based on its host name.  

――host-a.example.microsoft.com.‖, 

where the first label (―host-a‖) is the 

DNS host name for a specific 

computer on the network.  

 

 

Common DNS Resource Records 

  

Description  Class  Time To Live (TTL)  Type  Data  



Start of 

Authority  

Internet 

(IN) 

Default TTL is 60 minutes SOA Owner Name 

Primary Name Server DNS 

Name, Serial Number 

Refresh Interval 

Retry Interval 

Expire Time 

Minimum TTL 

Host Internet 

(IN) 

Record-specific TTL if present, 

or else zone (SOA) TTL 

A Owner Name (Host DNS 

Name) 

Host IP Address 

Name Server Internet 

(IN) 

Record-specific TTL if present, 

or else zone (SOA) TTL 

NS Owner Name 

Name Server DNS Name 

Mail 

Exchanger 

Internet 

(IN) 

Record-specific TTL if present, 

or else zone (SOA) TTL 

MX Owner Name 

Mail Exchange Server DNS 

Name, Preference Number 

Canonical 

Name 

(an alias) 

Internet 

(IN) 

Record-specific TTL if present, 

or else zone (SOA) TTL 

CNAME Owner Name (Alias Name) 

Host DNS Name 

 

Port using 

DNS uses TCP and UDP port 53 for lookups and transfers.  This needs to be opened on the firewall if you 
need to use your internal DNS for lookups.  Note: this decision will be defined in the planning phase and 

should be carefully calculated. From a security perspective only publish services to the public domain if it is 

necessary.  If you would like to administer the DNS server remotely you will need to open RCP port 135 only 
do this is it is necessary and if you have secured the server.  If you are using ISA there are predefined 

protocol filters that have been define that you can enable. 

Install the Windows Server 2003 DNS Service on a Server Running Windows Server 2003 

1. Click Start, point to Settings, and then click Control Panel.  

2. Double-click Add or Remove Programs, and then click Add/Remove Windows 

Components.  

3. In the Windows Component Wizard, click Networking Services in the Components list, and 

then click Details.  

4. In Networking Services, click to select the Domain Name System (DNS) check box if it is 

not already selected, and then click OK.  



5. In the Windows Components Wizard, click Next. Insert the Windows Server 2003 CD-ROM into 

the computer's CD-ROM drive, if you are prompted to do so. Setup copies the DNS server and 

the tool files to your computer.  

 

Integrate Windows Server 2003 DNS into Your DNS Domain 

If your environment already has a DNS domain and a DNS infrastructure, and Active Directory is not turned 

on, you can use the DNS domain that exists, and you can delegate certain zones to this server. Use the 

existing DNS domain if, for example, the computer runs programs that require DNS lookups that your DNS 

servers cannot support, such as DNS lookups of Service (SRV) records. To complete the next step, you must 

first have the Windows Server 2003 DNS server installed. 

 

If the DNS servers in your organization cannot look up SRV records (and cannot be upgraded to do so), you 

can integrate a Windows Server 2003 DNS server directly into the DNS zone that exists. To do so, you c an 

delegate certain zones to the Windows Server 2003 DNS server. Additional steps include the creation of new 

zones on the Windows Server 2003 DNS server for specific zones on the other DNS servers, and turning on 

the new zones for dynamic updates. 

 

 

Use the Configure DNS Server Wizard to Delegate Zones to the DNS Server 

1. Click Start, point to Programs, click Administrative Tools, and then click DNS.  

2. Click the DNS Server object for your server in the left pane of the console, and then expand the 

server object to expand the tree.  

3. Right-click the server object, and then click Configure a DNS Server to start the Configure a 

DNS Server Wizard. Click Next.  

4. Click Create a forward lookup zone (recommended for small networks), and then click 

Next.  

5. Click An ISP maintains the zone, and a read-only secondary copy resides on this 

server.  

6. In the Zone Name dialog box, type the name of the zone (for example, microsoft.com or 

newzone.microsoft.com).  

7. In the Master DNS Servers dialog box, type the IP address of a known DNS server. Click 

Next.  

8. Click No, it should not forward queries, and then click Next.  



9. Click Finish to save the new configuration and to configure the DNS server. 

Because this DNS server is responsible to support only zones that support SRV records and dyna mic 

updates, certain zones on the other DNS servers must be delegated to this server. These zones include:  

 _tcp.DNS Domain Name (for example: _tcp.mycompany.com)  

 _udp.DNS Domain Name (for example: _udp.mycompany.com)  

 _msdcs.DNS Domain Name ( for example: _msdcs.mycompany.com)  

 _sites.DNS Directory Domain Name (for example: _sites.mycompany.com) 

 

Create a New Zone (primary)for the Zones on the Windows Server 2003 DNS Server 

1. Click Start, point to Programs, point to Administrative Tools, and then click DNS.  

2. Click the DNS Server object for your server in the left pane of the console, and then expand the 

server object to expand the tree.  

3. Right-click Forward Lookup Zones, and then click New Zone. Click Next.  

4. Click Primary zone to create a master copy of the new zone. Click Next.  

5. Type the name of the new zone and then click Next.  

6. Click Accept to accept the default file name for the new zone file, and then click Next.  

7. Click Allow any dynamic updates, and then click Next.  

8. Click Finish. 



Turn On the New Zone for Dynamic Updates 

1. In the DNS Management Console, click the DNS Server object for your server in the left pane of 

the console, and then expand the server object to expand the tree.  

2. Right-click the server object, and then click Properties.  

3. On the General tab, click the Allow dynamic updates drop-down box, and then click Yes. 

Click OK. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 



Create a New Zone (secondary)for the Zones on the Windows Server 2003 DNS Server 

1. Click Start, point to Programs, point to Administrative Tools, and then click DNS.  

2. Click the DNS Server object for your server in the left pane of the console, and then expand the 

server object to expand the tree.  

3. Right-click Forward Lookup Zones, and then click New Zone. Click Next.  

4. Click secondary zone to create a master copy of the new zone. Click Next.  

5. Type the name of the new zone and then click Next.  

6. Click Finish. 
 

 
 

Note: Here  primary server is not alive to transfer the files .so the status expired 

 

 

 



What is a Stub Zones 

 

A stub zone is like a secondary zone in that it obtains its resource records from other name servers (one 

or more master name servers). A stub zone is also read-only like a secondary zone, so administrators 

can't manually add, remove, or modify resource records on it. But the differences end here, as stub 

zones are quite different from secondary zones in a couple of significant ways.   

 

First, while secondary zones contain copies of all the resource records in the corresponding zone on the 

master name server, stub zones contain only three kinds of resource records:  

 

 

      A copy of the SOA record for the zone. 

 

      Copies of NS records for all name servers authoritative for the zone. 

 

      Copies of A records for all name servers authoritative for the zone. 

 

That's no CNAME , MX , SRV , or A records for other hosts in the zone. 

 

Create a New Zone (stub)for the Zones on the Windows Server 2003 DNS Server 

1. Click Start, point to Programs, point to Administrative Tools, and then click DNS.  

2. Click the DNS Server object for your server in the left pane of the console, and then expand the 

server object to expand the tree.  

3. Right-click Forward Lookup Zones, and then click New Zone. Click Next.  

4. Click stub zone to create a master copy of the new zone. Click Next.  

5. Type the name of the new zone and then click Next.  

6. Click Finish. 



 

 



 

 

 



 

Note: Here  primary server is not alive to transfer the files .so the status expired 

What is Forwarders and Forwarding 
 
When a name server is queried in DNS, the way it responds depends on the type of query issued, which 
can be either iterative or recursive. In an iterative query, the client asks the name server for the best 
possible answer to its query. The name server checks its cache and the zones for which it is authoritative 
and returns the best possible answer to the client, which could be either a full answer like "here is the IP 
address of the host you are looking for" or a partial answer like "try this other name server instead, it 
might know the answer." In a recursive query, things work a little different for here the client demands 
either a full answer (the IP address of the target host) or an error message like "sorry, name not found." 
In Windows DNS, client machines always send recursive queries to name servers, and name servers 
usually send iterative queries to other name servers. 

On the DNS server properties click on forwarders  

Check enable forwarders and type the IP address of the Service provider 

What Conditional Forwarding Does 



 

A conditional forwarder is one that handles name resolution only for a specific domain. For example, you 

could configure your name server to forward any requests for hosts in the domain google.com directly to a 

specific name server that is authoritative for the google.com domain. What this does is speed up the name 

resolution process by eliminating the need to go up to root to find this authoritative server.   

 

 


